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Educating 
and inspiring 
our readers 
to live 
healthier, 
more informed 
lives.
Since 2005, Health Journal has been Hampton 
Roads’ premier healthy lifestyle magazine. 
Our mission is to provide essential knowledge 
about health topics and resources; we aim to 
empower our readers to achieve optimum 
physical and emotional well-being. 

Health Journal features compelling content 
and inspired art direction and is the logical 
choice to influence an educated audience.

The print magazine is published monthly, and 
the online edition publishes content daily. 
Advertising in the Health Journal is your 
opportunity to educate consumers about your 
products and services.
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37%
pick up their copy 
from a hospital, 

medical center or 
doctor’s office.

25%
pick their copy 
up at a retail 

store or grocer.

31%
get their copy 

delivered to their 
home or office.

our audience
Health Journal readers stay current on 
trends in health, fitness, nutrition and the art 
of living an informed life.

86% of readers are female
70% have college degrees
63% household income of >$75k
21% household income of >$100k
23% are ages 25-39
36% are ages 40-59
36% are ages 60+

Reader Habits
55% have been reading 2+ years
30% started reading in 2014
62% have used advertised products and services
53% visit our website for further reading
20% keep copies of THJ for at least 2 months
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“Well-curated stories our community cares 
about. Imagery that pops off the page. A 
team that cares about the advertisers and 
the businesses they feature in each of their 
pages. That is what Waypoint Seafood & 
Grill has found in its relationship with The 
Health Journal, which has so thoughtfully 
featured our food as it relates to living 
the best life possible in the Williamsburg 
region. Having our dishes highlighted on 
the cover has been a great treat!” 
            

— Tina Schadler-Phillips
Waypoint Seafood & Grill 

“In today’s age, where information is 
coming at us from all angles, it can be a 
challenge to have our clients’ stories heard 
through the noise. We constantly strive 
to find creative outlets that align with 
our philosophy to tell powerful stories, 
be authentic and contribute to a greater 
good in the communities we serve. We’ve 
been proud to introduce our clients and 
friends to The Health Journal. They put 
authenticity and good storytelling at 
the heart of all they publish. They keep 
journalistic integrity and truth in advertising 
at their core, whether online or in their 
beautifully designed magazine. The end 
result is something the community wants 
to read, they want to flip open, they want 
to click through.”
      — Stephanie Heinatz               

                                   Consociate Media 

“When our client, VersAbility Resources, 
asked the Howell Creative team to 
create a campaign designed to share the 
message about adults with intellectual 
disabilities living productive lives through 
employment, we pulled out all the stops. 
We had a distinct creative vision for the 
spots — strong, dynamic, moving, caring, 
upbeat. Health Journal brought that 
to life. They delivered on our strategy, 
and our client loved the work. Even 
better, it has helped move the needle in 
accomplishing VersAbility’s goals.” 

 — Kathy Howell
 President & Creative Director, 
  Howell Creative Group
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Sponsored Content is the most effective way to educate 
readers about your services. Sponsorship opportunities 
are available for digital and printed content. 

Our marketing/patient education platform will promote 
your brand’s products, services and expertise. We 
specialize in creating custom content designed to 
educate your clients about your services and products 
and raise awareness of your brand and its values. 
Sponsored Content is published and shared with social 
media channels and publications, allowing us to target 
any region and demographic.  

Sponsored 
content 

takes your 
marketing 
to the 
next level.

Optimized for Mobile



Our creative team has the skill 
and experience to deliver your ad 
campaign from original concept to 
the final artwork. 

Print, web, collateral, we do it all.

The Most Advanced Immunotherapy System

Geoffrey Bacon, MD   |   Timothy Queen, MD   |   Michael Jacobson, MD   |   John Howard, MD   |   Fred Lindsay, DO   |   Beverly Patterson, DNP, FNP-BC

www.HamptonRoadsENT.com

Hampton Roads ENT ~ Allergy is equipped with the latest Rosch 

Immunotherapy allergy extract and injection management 

system, which minimizes the most common risks associated 

with immunotherapy allergy treatment.

Hampton Roads ENT Knows Kids

- Advanced Allergy Care

- Walk-in Allergy Shots 

- Asthma Treatment

- Allergy Testing 

When I 
Feel Better, 
I Learn Better

Schedule an appointment for your child today.

Newport News
11842 Rock Landing Dr., Ste. 100

Newport News, VA 23606
757-873-0338

Hampton
901 Enterprise Pkwy., Ste. 300

Hampton, VA 23666
757-825-2500

Williamsburg 
5408 Discovery Park Blvd, Ste. 300

Williamsburg, VA 23188
757-253-8722

Gloucester
5659 Parkway Drive, Ste 240

Gloucester, VA 23061
757-253-8722
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Life itself is � e most wonderful fairy tale.
Hans Christian Anderson

translate 
your ideas 
into 
eye-catching 
visual 
solutions.

NOW TRAININGStay at Home Moms
WE OFFER INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TRAINING OPTIONS 
AT CONVENIENT TIMES TO FIT INTO YOUR SCHEDULE. 
CALL TODAY TO BOOK YOUR SESSION.

757-345-6801
4801 Courthouse St., Suite 122

b-defined.com

THE RIVERSIDE CARE DIFFERENCE.I AM

AMY GREEN, LPN
RIVERSIDE HAYES MEDICAL CENTER

Hayes Medical Center
2246 George Washington Memorial Highway

Hayes, VA 23072
(804) 642-6171 riversideonline.com

I was born and raised here in Gloucester. 
I love this community and it’s people. 
As a Riverside nurse, I will care for you 
as I would my own family. At Riverside, 
we make an effort to get to know you. 
Kindness and compassion help people 
heal. That is what the Riverside Care 
Difference is all about. Nobody wants 
to be treated like a number and at 
Hayes Medical Center no one will.

I’m Here for You

Candace Wise, D.O.

I enjoy the continuity of care I provide 

as a primary care physician. I love being 

able to see patients year after year for 

their annual well visits or even years from 

now if problems should arise. I want to be 

the one doctor that you can always fall 

back on. I’ll be here to take care of you no 

matter what happens. 

Watch Dr. Candace Wise discuss her passion for 
patient care. Text WISE to 78234

To schedule an apointment, call (757) 220-8300 
5231 John Tyler Highway | Williamsburg, VA 23185

riversideonline.com/wise

Itrish Scott-Brown, M.D.
Jamey Burton, D.O.
Johanna Larrazabal, M.D.
Candace Wise, D.O.
Suzanne Robinson, F.N.P.

Riverside Internal Medicine 
and Family Care

RIVERSIDE PARTNERS IN WOMEN’S HEALTH

Partners In Women’s Health

More highly skilled providers, more specialized care for women of all ages and more 
locations throughout the region. It’s Riverside Partners in Women’s Health with 
locations in Newport News, Williamsburg, Gloucester, and on the Eastern Shore.

In addition to the already extensive obstetrical, gynecological and surgical services 
we currently provide, women now have access to the only fellowship trained minimally 
invasive gynecologic surgeon and one of the most well respected gynecologic oncologist 
in the area.

For more information visit riversideonline.com/womenshealth. To schedule 
an appointment, please call one of the locations listed below.

New Name. Same Compassionate and Highly Skilled Care.

riversideonline.com/womenshealth

Newport News
Lisa A. Casanova, M.D.
Monilla M. Dent, M.D. 
Barry Gross, M.D. 
Jeffrey L. Henke, M.D. 
Leslie Hurt, M.D. 
Diane A. Maddela, D.O.
Maya Tyler, N.P. 

(757) 249-3000

Jawwad Khan, M.D. 
Joseph K. King, M.D.  
Darine Moukalled, M.D. 
James M. Mullins III, M.D.
Stanley D. Yeatts II, M.D. 
Darlene Ewton, N.P.

(757) 534-5700

Newport News
William Irvin, M.D. 
(GYN Oncology)

(757) 594-4198

Williamsburg
Krystal Ainsley, M.D. 
(Internal Medicine) 
Jill Jertson, M.D.  
Beth Scharlop, M.D. 
Karanvir Virk, M.D. 
Allison Butler, N.P.

(757) 253-5600

Gloucester
Lisa A. Casanova, M.D.
Monilla M. Dent, M.D.
Jeffrey L. Henke, M.D. 
Leslie Hurt, M.D. 
Jawwad Khan, M.D. 
Joseph K. King, M.D. 
Diane A. Maddela, D.O. 
Darine Moukalled, M.D. 
Karanvir Virk, M.D.
Janet Dehoux, N.P.

(804) 693-2670

Eastern Shore
Jennifer P. Reason, D.O.  
H. John Reason, M.D.  
Elizabeth M. Reinoehl, D.O.
David R. Scott, M.D. 
Theresa G. Long, N.P.

(757) 442-6719

Riverside Internal Medicine 
and Family Care

Respect and Compassion

RIVERSIDE PARTNERS IN WOMEN’S HEALTH

Partners In Women’s Health

More highly skilled providers, more specialized care for women of all ages and more 
locations throughout the region. It’s Riverside Partners in Women’s Health with 
locations in Newport News, Williamsburg, Gloucester, and on the Eastern Shore.

In addition to the already extensive obstetrical, gynecological and surgical services 
we currently provide, women now have access to the only fellowship trained minimally 
invasive gynecologic surgeon and one of the most well respected gynecologic oncologist 
in the area.

For more information visit riversideonline.com/womenshealth. To schedule 
an appointment, please call one of the locations listed below.

New Name. Same Compassionate and Highly Skilled Care.

riversideonline.com/womenshealth

Newport News
Lisa A. Casanova, M.D.
Monilla M. Dent, M.D. 
Barry Gross, M.D. 
Jeffrey L. Henke, M.D. 
Leslie Hurt, M.D. 
Diane A. Maddela, D.O.
Maya Tyler, N.P. 

(757) 249-3000

Jawwad Khan, M.D. 
Joseph K. King, M.D.  
Darine Moukalled, M.D. 
James M. Mullins III, M.D.
Stanley D. Yeatts II, M.D. 
Darlene Ewton, N.P.

(757) 534-5700

Newport News
William Irvin, M.D. 
(GYN Oncology)

(757) 594-4198

Williamsburg
Krystal Ainsley, M.D. 
(Internal Medicine) 
Jill Jertson, M.D.  
Beth Scharlop, M.D. 
Karanvir Virk, M.D. 
Allison Butler, N.P.

(757) 253-5600

Gloucester
Lisa A. Casanova, M.D.
Monilla M. Dent, M.D.
Jeffrey L. Henke, M.D. 
Leslie Hurt, M.D. 
Jawwad Khan, M.D. 
Joseph K. King, M.D. 
Diane A. Maddela, D.O. 
Darine Moukalled, M.D. 
Karanvir Virk, M.D.
Janet Dehoux, N.P.

(804) 693-2670

Eastern Shore
Jennifer P. Reason, D.O.  
H. John Reason, M.D.  
Elizabeth M. Reinoehl, D.O.
David R. Scott, M.D. 
Theresa G. Long, N.P.

(757) 442-6719

Jared Harrison, D.O.

I realized at a young age the benefit of 

serving others and how it brought joy to 

my life. What I enjoy most about family 

medicine is interacting with people and 

helping them find health. Whenever a 

patient has a problem, I address it with 

respect, caring and compassion.

Watch Dr. Harrison discuss his passion for 
patient care. Text HARRISON to 78234

Norge Internal Medicine 
& Pediatrics Center

To schedule an apointment, call (757) 345-0011
7364 Richmond Road | Williamsburg, VA 23188

riversideonline.com/harrison

Riverside Norge Internal 
Medicine & Pediatrics

Catherine Davies, D.O.
Jared Harrison, D.O.
Kimberly Maigi, N.P.
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“Well Advised” is a series of short programs 
designed to answer common health questions 
for consumers. “Well Advised” features qualified 
providers answering questions about specific 
topics within their field of expertise. Use them on 
your website and share them on social media.

answer your clients’ frequently asked health questions

“WELL ADVISED” VIDEO PROGRAM

turn our viewers
into your patients



become a knowledge base expert

media kit 2019

Health Journal partners with health care 
organizations and doctors interested in sharing 
their expertise to educate our online community.

We are recruiting qualified physicians and 
health care professionals from all specialties to 
contribute to our online expert knowledge base 
with educational content.

Contributed medical pieces are Knowledge Base 
Hubs (KBH) used to build a comprehensive health 
library within our platform. Consumer health 
content on our site is linked to the appropriate 
Knowledge Base Hub through relevant keywords, 
providing readers an opportunity to deepen their 
understanding of important health topics.

Participating health professionals are credited 
in the form of a byline and short biography with 
back links to the sites of their choice.

To Qualify:
Health professionals should have an advanced 
degree from an accredited university and hold 
board certification in their field of practice. 
Expert contributors can only write on topics 
within their specialty. Contributions may be 
edited as necessary for style and grammar.

educate health care consumers

Deliver straightforward
and effective PR



special advertising sections

TASTE APPEAL FEATURE (PRINT & DIGITAL)
Feature your restaurant on the cover of the 
Health Journal along with a spread in our Taste 
Appeal section and highlight your chef with 
behind-the-scenes content.

THEHEALTHJOURNAL.ORG   /  42 /  

<< our go-to dining guide
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Waypoint Seafood & Grill

1480 Quarterpath Rd.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-220-2228
waypointgrill.com

Francesco's Restaurant Italiano

6524 Richmond Rd.
Williamsburg, VA 23188
757-345-0557 
francescosristoranteitaliano.com

Bonefish Grill

5212 Monticello Ave.
Williamsburg, VA 23188
757-229-3474

340 Oyster Point Rd.
Newport News, VA 23602
757-269-0002

bonefishgrill.com

Taste Studio

305 South England St.
Williamsburg VA 23185
757-555-4808
colonialwilliamsburghotels.com

Circa 1918

10367 Warwick Blvd.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-599-1918
circa1918kitchen.com

1

2

3 4

5

FOOD & DRINK

Let's Eat, Hampton Roads!
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your health 
care questions 

answered

Is it true I cannot start 
orthodontics if I have TMJ? 
What are my options?
I am glad you are considering 
straightening your teeth. When teeth 
are not straight, it is a sign of instability. 
A reason not to start would definitely 
be TMJ (temporomandibular joint) 
problems. Those problems include, but 
are not limited to, clicking in the jaw, 
muscle pain, joint pain, pain to chew, 
ear pain, migraines, limited opening or 
locking jaw closed or open. Just like you 
would not walk on a broken foot, you 
should not work on a “broken” jaw.

When the TMJ is unstable, it is 
like working in quicksand. The jaw 
has inflammation and the muscles are 
tense. The teeth could be moved in 
what seems to be the right position, 
but the tension and inflammation 
make the position unstable. This leads 
to increased TMJ problems during and 
after orthodontics.

When you get the joints and the 
muscles pain-free, this means the 
inflammation and tension are gone. 
This is a stable point to start moving 
the teeth in the right position. To 
get to that point I recommend an 
orthotic along with muscle exercises 
and sometimes medication.

Once the treatment relieves the 
symptoms, the teeth can be moved 
into a position that you know is 
stable and is not going to cause more 
problems. The earlier you catch TMJ 
problems, the quicker and easier 
they are to treat, allowing you to get 
started sooner.

Stacey Hall, D.D.S.
Williamsburg Center for  
Dental Health
Williamsburgdentalhealth.com
757-565-6303

O
PIN
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N

special 
advertising

section

Do you have penicillin on 
your allergy list?

Penicillin, one of the first-known 
antibiotics, is an inexpensive 
medication used for a wide variety 
of bacterial infections. At least 
1 in 10 individuals self-report a 
pencillin allergy.

An allergic reaction to penicillin 
results from the immune system’s 
misidentification of penicillin as 
a harmful substance — the body 
develops an IgE-antibody to the 
medication. Severe allergic reactions 
may present as hives, skin rashes, 
wheezing and swelling. Many 
individuals have side effects to 
penicillin that are mischaracterized 
as an allergy, however. Once a 
penicillin allergy is placed on a 
patient's allergy list, it is rarely 
removed. Recent studies suggest 
that approximately 95 percent of the 
more than 32 million people in the 
United States reporting penicillin 
allergies can safely be treated with 
proper testing.

Of those diagnosed with a 
true penicillin allergy, half may 
outgrow it within a five-year 
period, according to the American 
Academy of Asthma, Allergy and 
Immunology. A board-certified/
eligible allergist can provide a safe, 
two-step penicillin skin test followed 
by an in-office oral challenge to rule 
out severe allergic reaction. This 
may allow many patients to remove 
penicillin from their allergy list.

Those patients who test positive 
should inform health care workers, 
such as physicians and dentists, and 
consider wearing an allergy necklace 
or bracelet.
Timothy J. Campbell, M.D.
Allergy Partners of Hampton Roads
Allergypartners.com/hamptonroads
 757-259-0443

Can facial vein treatment 
be used on someone who is 
five months’ pregnant?
Yes, depending on the patient and 
the exact method used, facial vein 
treatment can be used on a woman 
who is five months’ pregnant. Facial 
veins are those small squiggly red 
lines (also called spider veins or 
telangiectasias) that appear on a 
person’s nose, cheeks or chin.

If the patient has a completely 
normal pregnancy, including no 
high blood pressure, premature 
contractions, high risk pregnancy, 
preeclampsia, infections or gestational 
diabetes, facial vein treatments can 
be considered. Treatment methods 
commonly used are injection 
sclerotherapy, microwave current, 
laser, Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) and 
Broad Band Light (BBL).

I would not recommend injection 
sclerotherapy because the injection of 
a chemical into the small face veins 
leaks a little into the mother’s main 
bloodstream. Microwave current, 
laser, IPL and BBL all affect just 
the superficial skin and are basically 
miniature burns without affecting 
the bloodstream or fetus, as long as 
no anesthetics are used. I would not 
recommend using anesthetics since 
a little bit, whether topical or local 
injection, leaks into the bloodstream 
no matter what. While lidocaine, 
a local anesthetic, can be injected 
into the skin of a pregnant person 
to remove a medically indicated skin 
lesion, I still prefer not to use any 
foreign substance if I don’t have to.

Microwave current is less painful 
than laser and much more effective and 
long-lasting than IPL or BBL. That is 
why I prefer and use the microwave 
modality for my own patients.

Johnstuart Guarnieri, M.D. 
Williamsburg Plastic Surgery 
757-345-2275 

SECOND OPINION

GREGORY SCHULTZ, OD, FAAO, ABO
101 TEWNING RD. WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 23188

eyecenterofvirginia.com

LASTING RELIEF
FOR DRY EYES

FINALLY, REAL &

We are proud to have been the first 
practice on the Peninsula to begin 
treating the root cause of Dry Eye with 
the advanced Lipiflow/Lipiview System. 

We have 4 years of proven results by 
an academic research clinician.

Schedule an Appointment Today!
757-229-1131
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Taste Appeal

RECIPES PROVIDED BY THE WAYPOINT CHEFS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIAN FREER

Waypoint Seafood & Grill
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FROM COVER PHOTO
Taste Appeal

Waypoint’s 
Shellfish and Grits

Serves 8

INGREDIENTS

4 each 1½ - 2-lb. lobsters, boiled 

or steamed, and removed from 

the shell

16 each U-10 dry pack scallops

24 each jumbo shrimp

2 tsp. shallots, minced

½ tsp. garlic, minced 

½ cup white wine

2 oz. butter

1 tbsp. olive oil

Prepare or purchase the lobster steamed; chill until ready to serve.

To sear the scallops: First, pat them dry and season with salt and 
pepper. In a heavy bottom non-stick pan, heat the olive oil on high, 
then add the scallops to the pan in a single layer, leaving a ½ inch 
between scallops. Cook for one minute, turn them over and cook 
one minute longer. Remove and keep warm.

Next, sauté the shrimp: First, season with salt and pepper. In a large 
sauté pan, heat the butter. When it begins to bubble add the shallots 
and garlic. Stir and cook for 30 seconds to one minute. Add shrimp 
and coat them with the butter, shallots and garlic; add the wine and 
let the shrimp simmer for 45 seconds to one minute, turn them over 
and simmer for another 45 seconds to one minute. Remove and 
keep warm, saving the cooking liquid.

Add the lobster to the reserved shrimp poaching liquid, cover and let 
sit for two minutes.

To design your plates, begin with a base of grits. Arrange lobster, 
shrimp and scallops, ladle on a generous portion of sauce and enjoy. 

Chef’s wine suggestion: A well-balanced chardonnay is perfect for this dish. 

RECIPES PROVIDED BY THE WAYPOINT CHEFS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIAN FREER

Milk Chocolate 
Coffee Mousse

Yields 8 cups

INGREDIENTS 

3 cups heavy whipping cream

½ cup egg yolks

⅓ cup (4 oz.) honey

¼ cup coffee liquor

10 oz. milk chocolate

4 oz. dark sweet chocolate

Whip the heavy cream to soft peaks and reserve. Whip the 
egg yolks to the ribbon stage (they will be thick, and you 
will see the tines of the whisk leave a trail; or ribbon). Heat 
the honey until it just begins to boil; immediately whip 
into the egg yolks (be sure to scrape the pan clean as this 
is a small amount of honey). Continue whipping until the 
mixture is thick and fluffy and no longer warm.

Place the chocolate in a bowl over a simmering pot of 
water (chop the chocolate if in bar form) and heat until 
just melted. Stir continuously, being careful not to overheat 
the chocolate. Quickly incorporate the chocolate into the 
yolk mixture, then fold in the whipped cream.

Pipe or scoop into glasses or molds. Refrigerate for 4-6 
hours and serve with fresh berries and shortbread cookies 
or macaroons.    

Chef’s wine suggestion: A classic ruby port would pair well, but our 
first choice would be a great espresso. 

ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS (PRINT ONLY)
Readers use this section as a resource to find 
health care providers, get to know them and 
learn about the services they provide.

SECOND OPINION  
(PRINT AND DIGITAL)
Health care providers 
have the opportunity 
to establish themselves 
as leading experts 
in their fields. Health 
topics are addressed 
in a Q&A format with 
provider contact 
information included. 

DIRECTORY LISTING (PRINT ONLY) 
The go-to source for finding health and medical 
services in Hampton Roads. Listings appear in the 
Health Journal for one full year.

RESTAURANT GUIDE  
(PRINT ONLY) 
Our local and traveling 
readers use this section 
to choose restaurants 
in the Hampton Roads 
area. Begin receiving 
reservations today!

ACCEPTING 
NEW
PATIENTS

Our featured providers 

are committed to serving 

the community with the 

highest-quality health care.

special 
advertising 
section

Are you looking 
for a provider?

Allergy Partners of Hampton Roads
1144 Professional Drive
Williamsburg, VA 23185

(757) 259-0443
allergypartners.com/hamptonroads

ALLERGY & ASTHMA

Stephen Shield, M.D.
Allergy Partners of 
Hampton Roads

Dr. Stephen Shield knows allergies and asthma. As a 
child growing up in Newport News, Va., he suffered 
from both problems. As the parent of children with 
allergies, he’s aware of the impact allergies can have 
on a child’s educational and social development. 
As a board-certified, fellowship-trained specialist 
who’s been in practice for over 20 years, he has the 
knowledge and experience that can help you and 
your children with your quest for better health. 
He knows that allergies and asthma don’t have to 
control you. He helps you control them.

Practicing locally since 1993, Dr. Shield joined 
with Allergy Partners, the nation’s largest medical 
practice dedicated to treating allergies, in 2010. 
This partnership allows patients on the Peninsula 
to receive some of the most advanced care available 
from a local physician who cares about his 
community. Dr. Shield sees children and adults and 
is accepting new patients in his Williamsburg and 
Newport News offices.

Maico Audiological Services
703 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite C-3

Newport News, VA 23606
(757) 873-8794

1021 Eden Way North, Suite 110
Chesapeake, VA 23320

(757) 547-3560 

206B Gumwood Drive
Smithfield, VA 23430

(757) 365-9933
maicoaudio.com 

Major (Ret.) Bridget McMullen graduated from 
LSU in 1992 with a Bachelor’s in Communication 
Disorders and in 1994 with a Master’s in Audiology. 
She began her career at San Antonio Medical Center 
and she was at an ENT group in Austin, Texas, before 
joining the Air Force as an Audiologist in 1995. She 
was stationed in Germany, Alaska and Texas, and 
finally came to Langley, Va., where she retired after 20 
years of military service. She is a certified member of 
ASHA and holds both Texas and Virginia Audiology 
and Hearing Aid Specialist licenses. Bridget is 
passionate about the field of audiology and helping 
people continue to stay connected to family and 
friends through better hearing.

AUDIOLOGY

Bridget McMullen, MA, 
CCC-A

Maico Audiological 
Services

ORTHOPAEDICS/UPPER EXTREMITY

Robert C. Mason, M.D.
Tidewater Orthopaedics

Dr. Robert Mason is joining the experienced team 
of specialists at Tidewater Orthopaedics. He is 
fellowship-trained in upper extremities and will 
be helping patients with conditions affecting the 
shoulder, elbow, hand or wrist. He attended the 
State University of New York Upstate Medical 
University in Syracuse where he received his Doctor 
of Medicine degree. After medical school, Dr. 
Mason completed his orthopaedic surgery residency 
at the University of Rochester Medical Center in 
Rochester, N.Y. Then he completed an additional 
year of training with a focus on upper extremity 
surgery at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center 
in Winston Salem, N.C. He respects his patients’ 
desires and strives to provide them the ability to 
meet their goals.

Dr. Mason is proud to be part of a practice 
serving Hampton Roads’ orthopaedic needs since 
1970 and will be seeing patients at both the 
Hampton and Williamsburg locations.

901 Enterprise Parkway  
Suite 900
Hampton, VA 23666
(757) 827-2480

4037 Ironbound Road
Williamsburg, VA 
23188
(757) 206-1004

tidewaterortho.com

Tidewater Orthopaedics

Amy Campbell M.D. 
Hampton Family Practice

Hampton Family Practice
9 Manhattan Square, Ste A

Hampton, VA 23666
757-838-6335

hamptonfamilypractice.com

FAMILY PRACTICE

Dr. Amy Campbell joined Hampton Family Practice 
in 2011. After graduating with honors from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana with a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Biology, she attended St. Louis 
University School of Medicine for her Medical degree. 
She went on to complete the VCU Riverside Family 
Medicine Residency Program, and is Board Certified 
by the American Board of Family Physicians.
   Dr. Campbell’s clinical interests are broad but she 
enjoys focusing on preventative care, pediatrics, and 
women’s health. She views the practice of family 
medicine as more than a career, but a calling, and 
loves building relationships and educating her 
patients. Dr. Campbell offers comprehensive cares 
for all ages, and looks forward to working with your 
entire family.

Outside of the office, Dr. Campbell stays engaged 
with the community through her church and raising 
her 2 daughters. She enjoys traveling, and shares a 
love of international travel with her husband!

Colonial Eye Care
5273 John Tyler Highway
Williamsburg, VA 23185

(757) 903-2633
colonialeyecare.com

OPTOMETRY

Brent Segeleon, O.D.
Colonial Eye Care

Dr. Brent Segeleon, owner of Colonial Eye Care, is 
a graduate of Gannon University and received his 
doctor of optometry degree from the Pennsylvania 
College of Optometry in 2005. He is proficient in 
comprehensive optometry, including the diagnosis 
and management of ocular diseases, as well as low 
vision. He has experience in fitting simple and 
complex contact lenses for complicated, diseased and 
post-surgical corneas. 

Dr. Segeleon is a member of the American 
Optometric Association, Virginia Optometric 
Association current board member and Tidewater 
Optometric Society President from 2014-2016. In 
2013, the Virginia Optometric Association named 
him Young Optometrist of the Year.

Originally from Pittsburgh, Penn., Dr. Segeleon 
calls Williamsburg home. He lives here with his wife, 
Brooke, daughter, Gwen, and son, Ian. He enjoys 
sponsoring the Williamsburg Youth Baseball League 
and working with William & Mary athletes. 

Steven C. Mares, M.D. 
Erase the Canvas, LLC

Erase the Canvas, LLC
304 Bulifants Blvd, Suite 201

Williamsburg, VA 
(757) 532-9390

erasethecanvas.com

BEAUTY & AESTHETICS

Dr. Steven C. Mares, is the owner of Erase the 
Canvas, LLC, specializing in Laser Tattoo Removal 
and Anti-Aging Laser and Botox Treatments. He 
is a “Hokie,” having graduated with a degree in 
chemistry in 1986 from Virginia Tech. He received 
his medical degree from Eastern Virginia Medical 
School in 1992 and completed a pediatric residency 
at Children’s Hospital of The King’s Daughters in 
Norfolk, Va., in 1995. He went on to complete a 
sports medicine fellowship at the Houghston Sports 
Medicine Center in Columbus, Ga., in 1996  — the 
year of the XXVI Olympics. During his time there, 
he was involved in taking care of the Elite Olympic 
hopefuls at the U.S. Track and Field Championships 
as well as the Women’s Olympic Softball athletes. 
He moved to Williamsburg where he is involved 
with student athletes and the theater department at 
Lafayette High School. He did laser training at the 
National Laser Institute in Phoenix, Ariz., in 2010, 
and opened his clinic in 2013.  

Dr. Stacey Hall brings her unique outlook on dental 
care and her personable optimism to the Williamsburg 
Center for Dental Health. With 12 years of solid 
dental expertise in the area, she decided in early 2011 
to branch out and open her own local practice.

After completing her undergraduate degree from 
Virginia Tech in 1998, Dr. Hall graduated from VCU’s 
MCV School of Dentistry in 2002, receiving her 
D.D.S. She is a member of the Academy of General 
Dentistry, the American Dental Association, and 
was awarded member fellowship to the International 
Congress of Oral Implantology in 2008. Dr. Hall 
is a co-leader of the Tidewater Dawson Study Club 
and is passionate about pursuing the highest levels of 
continuing education. She was also voted “Reader’s 
Choice Best Dentist 2010” by the Health Journal.

Stacey and her husband Michael have been blessed 
with three beautiful girls: Lanie, Gracie and Abbie. She 
is a loyal Virginia Tech Football fan and enjoys Bible 
study and missions work.

Williamsburg Center for Dental Health
5231 Monticello Ave., Suite E

Williamsburg, VA 23188
(757) 565-6303

williamsburgdentalhealth.com

DENTISTRY

Stacey Sparkman 
Hall, D.D.S. 

Williamsburg Center 
for Dental Health

LWell
Serving patients in multiple  

locations throughout Hampton Roads
1309 Jamestown Rd., #102

Williamsburg, VA 23185
(757) 585-3441

lwell.com

Meet LWell’s newest dietitian and health coach! Not 
only has Jaron Woods completed all required training 
through Virginia State and Riverside to achieve the 
registered dietitian credential, Jaron can personally 
relate to patients if they are struggling with proper 
dieting, lack of motivation and/or feeling completely 
lost on the journey to becoming healthier. Jaron was 
once on that journey, and he has lost more then 50 
pounds personally. His coaching style integrates his 
personal experience with his education and training 
to coach individuals to achieve their health goals. 
He is particularly passionate about working with 
individuals struggling with excess weight, prediabetes 
and diabetes. Jaron offers accurate body fat testing 
and accurate calorie expenditure (BMR) testing in 
addition to nutrition therapy and health coaching.

Call LWell to make an appointment with Jaron or 
check out www.LWell.com/Jaron-Woods to read more.

DIETITIAN NUTRITIONIST

Jaron Woods, RDN
LWell

PERSONAL TRAINING

210 Nat Turner Blvd.
Newport News, VA 23606

(757) 599-5999

For over 20 years Brian has been building his personal 
training practice to serve not only those who want to 
improve their overall health and fitness but also those 
in need of post-rehab conditioning following physical 
therapy, injury and/or surgery.

Brian is certified as a personal fitness trainer by 
the American Council on Exercise (ACE), a massage 
therapist by the Virginia Department of Health 
Professions, a post-rehab conditioning specialist by 
the American Academy of Fitness Professionals and 
a weight management consultant by ACE. Brian is 
also the co-inventor of The Back Unit for low back 
strengthening and injury prevention.

His trainers have college degrees in exercise 
science or fitness management, national 
certification by ACSM, ACE or NASM, and in 
addition, they regularly earn advanced specialty 
certifications in a variety of disciplines.

They are knowledgeable and experienced working 
with hip/knee replacements, ACL tears, spinal and 
shoulder surgeries, mastectomies, rheumatoid and 
osteoarthritis, scoliosis, etc.

Brian Cole, 
CPFT, CMT

Personal Training 
Associates

738 City Center Blvd. 
Newport News, VA 23606

briancoleandassociates.com

Personal Training  
Associates – Private Studios

SLEEP APNEA AND TMJ

Dr. Harper has focused a significant part of his 
practice on sleep apnea and TMJ. He works closely 
with local sleep medicine physicians to diagnose 
and treat sleep apnea, snoring, teeth grinding and 
TMJ problems.

When a CPAP device is not successful or 
necessary, Dr. Harper then uses his extensive 
training and background to choose the right custom 
appliance for his patients. His experience with many 
different appliance designs increases comfort and 
success of the appliance, and leads to better sleep, 
improved health and a higher quality of life. 

Dr. Harper uses his background and knowledge 
of TMJ disorders to prevent common side effects 
of sleep apnea appliance therapy including bite 
changes, tooth pain and TMJ pain. He also helps 
patients who suffer with TMJ disorders and were 
not properly diagnosed or were given a thick 
plastic “night guard” but still suffer from tightness, 
tension, pain and worn/fractured teeth.

Coastal Virginia Sleep Solutions
235 Wythe Creek Rd.
Poquoson, VA 23662

(757) 868-8152
coastalvasleepsolution.com

William G. Harper, 
D.D.S.

Coastal Virginia  
Sleep Solutions

WHOLE HEALTH DENTISTRY

Port Warwick Dental Arts
251 Nat Turner Blvd. S

Newport News, VA 23606 
(757) 223-9270

pwdentalarts.com

Dr. Lisa Marie Samaha has created beautiful, 
healthy smiles for Hampton Roads since opening 
her Newport News practice in 1982.

She and her exceptional team have created a 
practice of comprehensive, individualized and holistic 
dental care. They partner with their patients to 
achieve “BEST” dental health and overall wellness. 

Dr. Samaha is internationally published and 
esteemed as an educator and top clinician. She offers 
a wide range of advanced cosmetic and mercury-free 
dental care. She also maintains focus on a leading-
edge protocol for the diagnosis, prevention and 
non-surgical treatment of periodontal disease. 

As an enthusiastic supporter of the arts, Dr. Samaha 
is also an award-winning watercolorist. Her most 
compelling contribution to the arts of Hampton 
Roads is her tranquil Port Warwick Dental Arts venue 
where she often hosts a rich and diversified array of 
musical talent and artistic exhibitions.

Lisa Marie Samaha, 
D.D.S.

Port Warwick Dental Arts

weekly must-reads 
(digital ONLY) 
Promote your services 
in our popular weekly 
Healthy Reads e-mail.
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display advertising

print Mechanicals

1/2 
VERTICAL
3.75w x 10.125h

1/4 
VERTICAL

3.75w x 5h

1/2 
HORIZONTAL 

7.625w x 5h

1/4 
HORIZONTAL 
7.625w x 2.5h

1/3 
BLEED
3.75w x 
10.125h

Call for Bind-In 
Specs & Pricing

FULL PAGE

FLOAT SPECS
7.625w x 10.125h

BLEED SPECS
trim: 8.375w x 10.875h

bleed: 1/8”

digital Mechanicals

LEADERBOARD 728 x 90

MEDIUM  
RECTANGLE  

300 x 250

HALF PAGE
300 x 600

PORTRAIT
300 

x 1050
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media kit 2019

Get your clients’ attention. 
No other medium can make 
a lasting statement like 
film. Need a 30-sec spot, a 
documentary-style corporate 
video or an animated piece 
for social media? Let’s get the 
production rolling on your next 
project.

Consumers 
Are 
More likely 
to use 
your service 
after 
watching  
a video.



photography
If light touches it, we make it look 
great. If there is no light, we bring 
our own. Fashion, studio portraits, 
corporate, environmental and 
even food photography that makes 
mouths water. We specialize in 
mind-blowing imagery.

media kit 2019



Call 757-645-4475 
to begin your campaign.
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